STRENGTHENING THE CAPACITIES OF BENEFICIARIES
SUSTAINABLE AND INCLUSIVE RICE VALUE CHAIN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT, PODOR

CONTEXTE

NAR, under the framework of the implementation of the project funded by KOICA, is supporting organizations and producers of Thirio Thangrey, Donayay/Taradji and Méenguere Pendok in organizational management, improved production technologies and options for commercialization of their products.

OBJECTIVES

1- IMPROVE THE ORGANISATIONAL MANAGEMENT OF G.I.E AND UNIONS

STEP 1 : Establishment of G.I.E and Unions

STEP 2 : Capacity strengthening

2- PROMOTE THE ADOPTION OF IMPROVED RICE PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES

Effects:

Effect 1: Functional, Operational and Sustainable Unions

Effect 2: Improved Agricultural Production Technologies Adopted

Effect 3: Increase in Yields and Revenues

Effect 4: Effective Participation of Communities in Project Implementation and Evaluation

CHANGES/EXPECTED RESULTS

IMPACT: INCREASED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION AND REVENUES
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